
Abstract

The capabilities of Large Language Models (LLMs) have advanced since their popularization a few years ago. The healthcare sector operates on, and generates a large volume of data annually and thus, there is a growing focus on the applications of LLMs within this sector. There are a few medicine-oriented evaluation datasets and benchmarks for assessing the performance of various LLMs in clinical scenarios; however, there is a paucity of information on the real-world usefulness of LLMs in context-specific scenarios in resource-constrained settings. In this study, 16 iterations of a decision support tool for medical emergencies using 4 distinct generalized LLMs were constructed, alongside a combination of 4 Prompt Engineering techniques: In-Context Learning with 5-shot prompting (5SP), chain-of-thought prompting (CoT), self-questioning prompting (SQP), and a stacking of self-questioning prompting and chain-of-thought (SQCT). In total 428 model responses were quantitatively and qualitatively evaluated by 22 clinicians familiar with the medical scenarios and background contexts. Our study highlights the benefits of In-Context Learning with few-shot prompting, and the utility of the relatively novel self-questioning prompting technique. We also demonstrate the benefits of combining various prompting techniques to elicit the best performance of LLMs in providing contextually applicable health information. We also highlight the need for continuous human expert verification in the development and
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development of LLM-based health applications, especially in use cases where context is paramount.

1. Introduction

In a previous study, it was observed that the outputs of generalized Large Language Models (LLMs) varied significantly when prompted to provide first aid instructions for managing medical emergencies, depending on whether background context was included or excluded. Mensah et al. (2024). For example, keeping prompt instructions, model type and model parameters constant, the addition or exclusion of background context as simple as: “Location: busy market in rural Atebubu, Ghana. There is a maternity home 5km away, a chemist, 20km away, a CHPS compound 39.8km away, and a hospital 50km away”, changes at least one of the following parts of the response: the possible diagnoses given, the order of the possible diagnoses given, the order of first aid instructions given, and the content of first aid instructions given. In managing medical emergencies, altering the sequence of potential diagnoses and first aid instructions, even if the content remains unchanged, can impact patient outcomes. This is because healthcare providers often address issues in the order suggested, and timely intervention is crucial for addressing the most critical problems ef-

fectively. In internal experiments, this pattern was consistent across several popular LLMs tested, with a notable difference in semantic similarity between model outputs, ranging from 20% to 30%, when background context was omitted vs included in the prompt. In building LLM-based tools for clinical applications, that loss can be clinically costly. The implication is that to derive genuine clinical utility from LLMs, it is insufficient for them to meet standard medical benchmarks; their performance in diverse contexts must be assessed. Otherwise, responses deemed beneficial in certain situations may not only prove ineffective in others but could also pose potential harm.

Unfortunately, amongst the popular biomedical Natural Language Processing (NLP) datasets for evaluating LLMs, none of them have been specifically prepared for resource-constrained settings as found in Low-and Low-Middle-Income countries (LMICs) Zhou et al. (2023). Thus, though a few models achieve high scores when evaluated on these datasets, their translational value in everyday clinical scenarios in resource-constrained cannot be readily ascertained.

Moreover, in resource-constrained settings, the ability to obtain, create, or utilize specialized, domain-specific models is greatly limited by factors such as cost. Previous research has demonstrated that employing advanced prompting strategies with generalized LLMs can yield outcomes surpassing those of specialized medical LLMs, as evidenced by MedPrompt. Nori et al. (2023). If generalized models, which are often more accessible to broader populations, can be optimized to achieve comparable or superior performance to specialized medical LLMs through simpler prompt engineering techniques, then developers in resource-constrained settings can leverage this opportunity to create effective yet cost-efficient applications tailored to their environments.
In this study, our objective is to contribute to the scant knowledge base regarding LLM applications for clinical scenarios in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), while also serving as a reference for future, more comprehensive research. Specifically, we aim to assess the suitability of certain selected generalized LLMs as clinical decision support tools for managing medical emergencies in LMICs. This study forms part of a broader research and development initiative aimed at eventually implementing such tools in resource-constrained settings.

Generalizable Insights about Machine Learning in the Context of Healthcare

1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comparative study with clinician evaluation to investigate the effectiveness of state-of-the-art generalized LLMs in providing first aid instructions for resource-limited settings with diverse prompting strategies.

2. We test and compare two uncommon prompting strategies, namely self-questioning prompting: which elicits informative questions pertinent to the clinical scenarios at hand to improve the model's response, and a stacking of self-questioning prompting and the more popular chain-of-thought prompting technique (SQCT).

3. We demonstrate that prompting techniques are not one-size-fits-all, i.e. different prompting techniques might elicit better responses in different models.

4. Our findings emphasize the need for continuous human expert verification in evaluating the clinical utility of LLM-based health applications.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review the relevant literature on large language models applied to clinical language understanding tasks in healthcare, as well as existing prompting strategies.

2.1. LLMs in Healthcare for Resource-Constrained Regions

Prior studies have shown that though there are vital concerns to be addressed, the general consensus is that LLMs hold immense potential in improving healthcare delivery when they are incorporated in various capacities such as: in automation of administrative tasks, clinical decision support tools, virtual health assistants, screening tools, health trackers, clinical language translation tools, medical research and health education tools Goodman et al. (2023) Tripathi et al. (2024) Sallam (2023) Abu-Jeyyab et al. (2023). These functions can augment the limited financial, logistical and human resources available in LMICs Gangavarapu (2023). Initial studies on clinician perception on the usefulness of a combination of OpenAI’s “gpt-3.5-turbo / “gpt-4” and Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG), as a health education tool in India, an LMIC, revealed that though clinicians believed the tool held potential, they were generally not satisfied with its performance Al Ghadban et al. (2023). In that study, the authors identified the need to enhance the contextual and cultural relevance of the models responses. Another comparative study of a clinician evaluation of Almanac, an LLM framework based on OpenAI’s “text-davinci-003” combined with RAG, versus ChatGPT reveals that though clinicians rated Almanac’s answers as safer and more factual, they still preferred ChatGPT’s answers Zakka et al. (2024). However, this study does not reveal whether the clinicians shared their perspective on the usefulness of...
any of the models for everyday clinical scenarios, neither does it capture the perspectives of clinicians who practice in LMICs.

2.2. Prompting strategies

**Few-shot prompting:** Few-shot prompting involves giving the model demonstrations of the task at hand usually in the format of “User:” followed by an example user input and “Model/Assistant:” followed by an expected model response. When only one demonstration is given, it is termed one-shot prompting Brown et al. (2020). When five demonstrations are given, it is termed five shot prompting (5SP), and when no demonstrations are given it is termed zero-shot prompting.

A study assessing the performance of an LLM on health-related tasks found that fewshot prompting led to greater increases in the model’s accuracy and decreases in error as compared to zero-shot prompting, and even few-shot supervised training Liu et al. (2023a). A study comparing the performance of a combination of various generalized LLMs and prompting techniques on questions in the thoracic surgery domain revealed that few-shot prompting outperformed zero-shot prompting. Furthermore, five-shot prompting consistently outperformed one-shot prompting Li et al. (2023). Another study comparing zero-shot prompting to five-shot prompting across various clinical and biomedical tasks, also found that overall, five-shot prompting exceeded zero-shot prompting Labrak et al. (2023).

**Chain-of-thought prompting:** Chain-of-thought prompting (COT) involves leading the model to break down complex tasks into intermediate steps, so it can follow a step-by-step approach to arrive at its response. This approach has been touted to improve model reasoning and performance Wei et al. (2022). A study comparing COT with the few-shot prompting strategy using the Flan-PaLM 540B model across a range of benchmark medical question-answering tasks, did not find substantial improvement over few-shot prompting Singhal et al. (2023).

**Self-questioning:** Self-questioning prompting (SQP), is a relatively new strategy which elicits improved questions based on the original user input to generate additional context for the original input, with the aim of generating a better model response. This approach has been shown to elicit better model performance compared to 5SP across a few clinical language understanding tasks Wang et al. (2023). However, this approach has not been tested in multiple end-user scenarios.

2.3. Model selection and parameters

A comparative study on clinical text summarization across eight LLMs and various model temperatures revealed that GPT-4 and the lowest temperature (0.1) yielded the best results Van Veen et al. (2024). In another comparative LLM study on various clinical benchmark datasets spanning multiple tasks, GPT-4 outperformed GPT-3.5 and Bard [K]. Another study comparing the performance of Claude-instant-v1.0, GPT-3.5-Turbo, Command-xlarge-nightly, and Bloomz, in three clinical specialties found that different models performed better on different metrics Wilhelm et al. (2023). Another study comparing the performance of GPT-3.5, PaLM-2, Claude-2, and LLaMA-2 on 6 biomedical tasks found that the best performing LLM varied across various tasks Jahan et al. (2024).

2.4. Methods For Evaluating the Performance of LLMs in clinical tasks

A study evaluating the performance of various LLMs on answering clinical questions in Radiology measured their performance against two datasets in Radiology and using
Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@L as metrics Liu et al. (2023b). This can be a useful evaluation rubric but may not be applicable to clinical domains/scenarios in which different contexts might necessitate different approaches to diagnosis and management. Another publication proposes “Artificial-intelligence Structured Clinical Examinations” as an evaluation framework that uses agent-based simulations to mimic real world clinical scenarios Mehandru et al. (2023). Though promising, this framework has not been thoroughly studied or implemented.

In another study evaluating a radiological vision-language model’s output, the authors employed both automated evaluation via the popular NLP metrics such as BLEU score and Rouge-L, and human expert evaluation, noting that the former could not properly assess for factual correctness and consistency – properties that are vital for clinical utility Tanno et al. (2024). Another study on LLM outputs for medical evidence summarization tasks also employed both automatic and human evaluation. They defined summary quality based on coherence, factual consistency, comprehensiveness, and harmfullness Tang et al. (2023). The researchers concluded that automatic metrics often do not strongly correlate with the quality of summaries. Another study on the performance on medical LLMs on clinical application tasks also emphasized the limitations of automated metrics to measure clinical utility and employed human experts to rate model answers on: agreement with scientific and clinical consensus, the presence of incorrect content, the omission of content, the extent of possible harm, the likelihood of harm, and possible bias in answers Singhal et al. (2023). A proposed evaluation framework for the implementation of Artificial Intelligence systems into healthcare settings proposes that AI applications be assessed on three main components: adoption, capability, and utility, with 15 subcomponents such as safety and quality, non-maleficence, generalizability and contextualization Reddy et al. (2021). In a recent study, researchers assessed the output of a medical LLM by asking human experts to assess the model’s responses on a 17-metric evaluation rubric along five axes: accuracy, safety, fairness, interpretation and communication Bosselut et al. (2024).

3. Methods

In this section, we detail our experimental setup and analytical techniques.

3.1. Selection of medical scenarios and clinician evaluators

We simulated 10 common emergency medical scenarios in Ghana collaboration with a panel of 12 clinicians led by an emergency medicine specialist with 12+ years of practice experience in Ghana. The clinical scenarios featured a diverse range of demographic characteristics with patient ages spanning from 5 months to 50 years and featured an equal distribution of male and female patients. The clinical scenarios also cut across major clinical specialties including Internal Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, General Surgery and Paediatrics. These scenarios were then incorporated into prompt templates that were fed into models and evaluated by a different set of 22 clinicians. Clinician evaluators were selected via a local clinician network, from diverse practice locations within Ghana and based on their familiarity with the locations, contexts, and clinical scenarios. All clinician evaluators had at least 2 years of clinical practice experience in resource-constrained
settings in Ghana, specifically as the first point-of-call in the hospital in managing medical emergencies in Ghana. It is expected that they possess sufficient knowledge and skills to deliver, at a minimum, first aid in the selected medical scenarios.

3.2. Model selection

We tested OpenAI’s GPT-4-0125 Preview, via the OpenAI Assistants Platform, Gemini 1.5 Pro via Google AI Studio, and both Claude Sonnet and Opus via the Anthropic Console. These models were selected based on performance on popular benchmarks, their ranking on the LMSYS Chatbot Arena Leaderboard as of 13th April 2024, availability of API, ease of access and for further cost-benefit ratio comparative analysis Zhou et al. (2023) Chiang et al. (2024). We did not select similarly-ranked open-source medical LLMs because of the computational resources required to run/access them, for example, advanced GPUs.

3.3. Parameter Tuning

The GPT-4-0125 Preview model was set to the default temperature of 1 due to the difficulty in tweaking the temperature at the time of running the tests (reference documentation was only recently updated to make this option readily accessible). Similarly, the Gemini 1.5 Pro model was tested at its default temperature of 2 as this could not be easily modified. The Claude Sonnet and Claude Opus models were both tested at a temperature of 0. This approach was to generate deterministic responses as often as possible due to the critical nature of the use case and was guided by findings from internal tests and findings from research studies detailed in Section 2.3 above.

3.4. Prompt Engineering

Four prompt engineering techniques were tested: In-Context Learning with 5-shot prompting (5SP), chain-of-thought prompting (CoT), self-questioning prompting (SQP), and a stacking of self-questioning prompting and chain-of-thought (SQCT). A general prompt structure was provided, and the prompt modified to suit the technique being tested. The general prompt structure consisted of the system message/instruction and the clinical scenario. The last part of the prompt consisted of a modification based on the prompt technique being tested. Figure 1 shows the general prompt structure, and an example prompt across the four techniques tested. The prompt modifications are highlighted.

3.5. Distribution of Prompt-Response Pairs to Evaluators

Each of the four models tested was paired with each of the four prompt techniques yielding 16 model-prompt combinations. Eight model-prompt combinations were run twice, and eight model-prompt combinations were run thrice, this produced 40 test runs. For each of the 10 clinical scenarios, four model-prompt combinations were tested, and their responses presented for evaluation. Each clinician was assigned to blindly evaluate 20 prompt-response pairs with a total of 440 complete evaluations expected. Figure 2 shows a visualization of the exact model-prompt technique pairs and the number of times they were run.

3.6. Response Evaluation

Clinicians were told they were ranking AI models but were not told which models were being ranked and which response was generated by which model. Each prompt was followed by 4 responses and each response was graded on accuracy, conciseness,
helpfulness and then an overall score. Grading was done on a 10-point Likert scale, with 0 representing “Totally Unsatisfactory” and “Totally Satisfactory”. At the end of the four responses to each prompt, a comment box was provided, and evaluators asked to input any additional comments they had about the prompt and responses. An example evaluation form is shown in the Appendix A.

3.7. Collection and Analysis of Evaluation Reports

Evaluation reports were collected via an online form. Data preparation, quantitative analysis and associated data visualizations were performed in Microsoft Excel Version 16.83 and with Python 3.11 Pyt. The Real Statistics Resource Pack 14 was used for Interrater Reliability Analysis rea. For qualitative analysis, evaluators’ comments were compiled as text in a document and coding was performed using Taguette 1.4.1.40-gf8a85715 Rampin and Rampin (2021). Subsequently, thematic analysis and data visualization were performed in Python 3.11. For the data wrangling process 12 entries had no ratings across the evaluation rubric and were taken out leaving a total of 428 entries for the subsequent analysis. Furthermore for the correlation analysis, 2 ratings with no overall scores were taken out. Mean imputation was then performed for the following missing values: 3 missing ratings under “Conciseness”, 1 under “Accuracy” 2 under “Safety” and 1 under “Helpfulness”.

Figure 1: Differences in prompt based on prompt technique

Reliability Analysis rea. For qualitative analysis, evaluators’ comments were compiled as text in a document and coding was performed using Taguette 1.4.1.40-gf8a85715 Rampin and Rampin (2021). Subsequently, thematic analysis and data visualization were performed in Python 3.11. For the data wrangling process 12 entries had no ratings across the evaluation rubric and were taken out leaving a total of 428 entries for the subsequent analysis. Furthermore for the correlation analysis, 2 ratings with no overall scores were taken out. Mean imputation was then performed for the following missing values: 3 missing ratings under “Conciseness”, 1 under “Accuracy” 2 under “Safety” and 1 under “Helpfulness”.
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4. Results

In this section, we present a comprehensive quantitative analysis of the performance of the LLMs, the prompts and the LLM-prompt pairs based on clinician evaluation. We began by comparing the performance of the models, in terms of accuracy, conciseness, helpfulness and the overall score of their responses. Next, we compared the various prompt techniques also on accuracy, conciseness, helpfulness and the overall score. Then we compared the model-prompt technique pairs based on the same rubric. Next, we investigated the correlation between accuracy, conciseness and helpfulness of responses with the overall score. Next,
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Figure 2: Model-Prompt Technique Combinations Per Number of Runs

we assessed interrater reliability. Finally, we provided a qualitative analysis of clinician comments.

4.1. Comparison of Model Performance Based on Clinician Rating

The four LLMs: GPT-4-0125-Preview, Gemini 1.5 Pro, Claude Sonnet and Claude Opus were compared based on response conciseness, accuracy, safety, helpfulness and overall score as graded by evaluators. The mean ratings was calculated for each model across the four different prompt techniques tested. All the LLMs had the lowest scores in response conciseness and the highest scores in response helpfulness as compared to the other categories. Claude Sonnet scored the highest scores across the evaluation rubric. Table 1 shows the mean rating scores with the highest in each category highlighted in bold.

| Table 1: Mean Clinician Rating of Selected LLMs on a 10-point Likert scale |
4.2. **Comparison of Prompt Techniques Based on Mean Clinician Rating**

The four prompt techniques tested were also compared based on the rating of the model responses generated by the prompts. The mean ratings for each prompt technique were calculated across all the four models tested. Again, the lowest scores were for response conciseness and the highest for response helpfulness. Response safety was almost at par with response helpfulness. Table 2 shows the mean rating scores with the highest in each category highlighted in bold.

**Table 2: Comparison of Prompt Techniques Per Response Rating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt Technique</th>
<th>Conciseness</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Safety</th>
<th>Helpfulness</th>
<th>Overall Score (s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5SP</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>7.47 (1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoT</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>7.06 (1.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQP</td>
<td><strong>6.88</strong></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>7.25 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQCT</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.23 (1.76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. **Comparison of Model-Prompt Technique Combinations based on Mean Clinician Rating**

The 16 model-prompt technique combinations were compared across the evaluation rubric and the findings summarized in Table 3 and Table 4. Claude Sonnet + SQCT produced the best rated responses generally, whereas Gemini 1.5 Pro + CoT or GPT-4-0125 Preview + CoT produced the least-rated responses across the evaluation rubric.

**Table 3: Best-Performing Model-Prompt Technique Combination Per Evaluation Metric**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Rubric</th>
<th>Highest-Ranked Model-Prompt Technique</th>
<th>Mean Score (s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conciseness</td>
<td>Claude Sonnet + SQP</td>
<td>8.24 (1.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Claude Sonnet + SQCT</td>
<td>7.95 (1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Claude Sonnet + SQCT</td>
<td>7.9 (1.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness</td>
<td>Claude Sonnet + SQCT</td>
<td>8.14 (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Score</td>
<td>Claude Sonnet + SQCT</td>
<td>8.05 (1.17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Worst-Performing Model-Prompt Technique Combination Per Evaluation Metric**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Rubric</th>
<th>Lowest-Ranked Model-Prompt Technique</th>
<th>Mean Score (s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conciseness</td>
<td>GPT-4-0125-Preview + CoT</td>
<td>4.63 (2.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>GPT-4-0125-Preview + CoT</td>
<td>6.28 (2.29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Correlation between Response Conciseness, Accuracy, Safety and Helpfulness with Overall Score

A linear regression model was fitted to determine the relation between response conciseness, accuracy, safety and helpfulness to the overall score to determine which of these factors was closely related with the overall score. As shown in Figure 3 the helpfulness of the response had the highest correlation with the overall score. The response safety had the second highest correlation. Appendix B shows the suitability of the linear regression model for the correlation analysis.

4.5. Interrater Reliability

To measure the agreement between evaluators on the overall score, we use Gwet’s AC2 coefficient Gwet (2014). Gwet’s AC2 score across all the ratings for overall score was 0.79 corresponding to a moderate to strong agreement between raters Gwet (2014). Appendix C shows the full results of the Interrater Reliability Analysis.

4.6. Qualitative Analysis

Majority of clinician comments affirmed the clinical accuracy of the responses. The second most common theme in the comments was about clinicians adding first aid steps they
perceived as missing from the model’s response. Clinicians also shared a few comments about diagnosis they were expecting to see that were missing from the responses. Few comments expressed displeasure or dissatisfaction in the responses affirming the relatively high rating scores given by clinicians. Table 5 describes the codes used to encapsulate the themes of clinician comments and Figure 4 shows the frequency of codes in all of the comments left by clinicians. Figure 5 is a word cloud that gives an overview of the most common words and phrases in the additional first aid instructions provided by clinicians to make the responses better. The more frequently occurring a word or phrase is, the more prominent it is in the word cloud.

Table 5: Coding of Evaluators’ Comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>emphasisOnMedicalExpertise</td>
<td>Evaluator emphasizes a need to seek further medical management by an expert.</td>
<td>“Medical evaluation is recommended”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accurateResponse</td>
<td>Evaluator commends the clinical accuracy of the response</td>
<td>“All responders were quite accurate with their differentials and their ways c delivering first aid”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inaccurateResponse</td>
<td>Evaluator comments that the response is not clinically accurate</td>
<td>“Responder B2 however deviated”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quickTransport</td>
<td>Evaluator emphasizes the need of quick transportation</td>
<td>“arrange a quick transportation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>additionalFirstAidStep</td>
<td>Evaluator added at least one additional first aid step.</td>
<td>“Some other measures will include shouting for help from onlookers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misdiagnosis</td>
<td>Evaluator disagrees with at least one of the top 5 medical diagnosis given.</td>
<td>“meningitis and diabetic ketoacidosis in my opinion should not be among the topmost diagnoses”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hospitalPrep</td>
<td>The evaluator emphasizes informing the hospital before patient is transported.</td>
<td>“Immediate communication with the hospital is necessary to ensure adequate preparation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfactoryResponse</td>
<td>Evaluator is pleased with response.</td>
<td>“Good responses so far.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setting-DeafResponse</td>
<td>The response is not appropriate for the setting</td>
<td>“it is quite unrealistic for a layman to have oxygen and AED at home as state Responder C”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>missingDiagnosis</td>
<td>Evaluator emphasizes that some expected diagnosis was missing in response.</td>
<td>“In a country like Ghana and especially in rural settings, malaria should differential diagnosis for this scenario”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Frequency of Codes in Evaluators’ comments with the most frequently occurring code highlighted.
Clinician Opinion on LLMs in First Aid Decision Support Tools: Clinicians were asked to share their opinion on LLMs being used in first aid decision support tools by answering Yes/No to the following question, and to leave any additional comments in a textbox provided beneath it: A first aid tool is being developed for call centres. Bystanders/laypersons can call the centre and be directed by a responder on what to do in the interim as they wait for EMS. Do you think at least one of the models you have assessed today will be useful if incorporated into this tool? All 22 clinicians responded Yes without any additional comments.

5. Discussion
The results from both quantitative and qualitative analysis show that clinician evaluators were generally satisfied with the diagnosis and first aid instructions outputted by the best performing generalized LLMs. This performance by the LLMs is notable considering that they were neither specially built medical LLMs nor had they had any prior pretraining or finetuning for the tasks. Also, the prompting strategies tested were relatively simple as compared to more sophisticated state-of-the-art techniques like MedPrompt Nori et al. (2023). The best performing model-prompt technique combination in our study, achieved a mean ranking score of 8.05/10 which is promising. This is a promising finding for developers of LLM-based health applications in resource-constrained settings where the ability to create more specialized, domain-specific models and/or to run them is greatly limited. Applications of this nature have the potential to reduce glaring disparities in healthcare delivery in countries like Ghana. For example in Ghana, per estimates by the World Health Organization (WHO), for every ten cases referred by the national ambulance service in Ghana in 2022, one did not receive emergency support either due to lack of ambulances or bed space in receiving hospitals for Africa (2023). For those who receive care at the hospitals, the reported doctor to patient ratio is 1:6500, way below the WHO’s recommendation of 1:1000 for Africa (2022) Mullan and Bryant (1984). To exacerbate the problem, 81.3% of doctors are in only 5 regions, and over 60% of doctors are in only 5 teaching hospitals in the country for Africa (2022). If LLM-based applications can be developed to offer dependable first aid guidance tailored to the local context, then in regions of Ghana with limited ambulances and few clinicians, assistance can be extended to emergency victims by laypersons and minimally trained first aid providers. This assistance can be provided while efforts are made to access the services of more qualified personnel.
An example of such an application is the SnooCODE RED app being developed in Ghana. Figure 6 shows a version of the app in development.

![Figure 6: A Screenshot of the SnooCODE RED app under development](image)

Another interesting finding is that more expensive LLMs may not necessarily have better performance than less expensive models, at least for clinical tasks. In the same vein, higher-ranked models on popular leaderboards may not necessarily perform better for clinical use. Though leaderboards and model scores on conventional benchmarks may guide developers in choosing models, for developers of LLM-based health applications, it is important to continuously and thoroughly test models for the intended use case and not rely on mainstream information only.

It was also interesting to see the results from the testing of the Self-Questioning Prompt technique. Its authors noted that it elicited better model responses compared to the more popular Chain-of-Thought prompting technique and our findings seemed to confirm this claim Wang et al. (2023). We also suggest combining Self-Questioning and Chain-of-Thought prompting techniques and testing both approaches to see which performs better.

It was interesting to see that some prompting techniques elicit better responses when paired with some models but not when paired with others. Even though five-shot prompting seemed to be the best prompting technique overall, for Claude Sonnet, the stacked Self-Questioning and Chain-of-Thought prompting technique seemed to yield better responses for the model. Further experiments need to be performed to see if this behaviour is consistent and why that might be the case. If this behaviour proves consistent, it might be welcoming news in cases where five-shot prompting may use more tokens than the other prompting techniques.

The results from the qualitative analysis give the impression that clinicians were in favour of the LLMs being used as first aid decision support tools. It was impressive that the evaluators unanimously affirmed the usefulness of LLMS as first aid decision support tools. However, as noted by the frequent additional first aid steps given by clinicians, thorough work has to be done before such a tool is tested in real-world settings. It was interesting to analyze the common phrases in the additional first aid steps given by clinicians. The most commonly occurring word “water” is not surprising given how clean water is vital for sustaining life. Access to clean, potable water can be a challenge in the resource-constrained
settings simulated in this experiment. Other common phrases like “consciousness”, “breathing” and “limb” appear in almost the exact order in which they are to be assessed in the Advanced Trauma Life Support protocol used by emergency responders and physicians. Their prominence in clinician comments show the importance of assessing and correcting defects in these areas during first aid provision. It is clear that an approach of continuous iteration and collaboration with users and medical experts must be adopted in building LLM-based applications for healthcare. As more AI researchers devise methods to automatically assess model performance, caution must be exercised, particularly for critical uses like this one. For applications in LMICs especially, conventional LLMS may fall short in capturing the nuances of resource-constrained settings and thus it is important to involve stakeholders from such settings in the development process to ensure that LLM-based health applications for such settings can have real translational value.

**Next Steps** Next steps include improving model responses based on the findings from the study and from clinician feedback. Also, a similar study is being conducted involving more experienced clinician evaluators, and subsequently a larger cohort of clinicians. We hope that the findings from this study can provide some direction for more extensive research that would help alleviate the research gap on LLM applications in LMICs. Ultimately, our goal is to develop LLM-based solutions that hold clinical value for low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).

**Limitations** Though our study provides some insight on clinician perception of LLM usefulness in first aid decision support tools for resource-constrained settings, there are obvious limitations with this study. Firstly, a larger cohort of clinical scenarios would have provided a better assessment of the performance of the various models and prompt techniques. Also, specially trained medical LLMs might have provided better responses as compared to generalized LLMs for our use case. Again, it would be helpful to have gotten annotations from more experienced clinicians, e.g. from emergency medicine specialists with many years of practice in Ghana. Again, the experiment could have been conducted for various resource-constrained areas outside of Ghana to enhance the generalizability of the findings. Furthermore, ethical and legal considerations of using the LLMs for provision of first aid advice are not addressed in this study. Future work should explore these aspects to expedite the application of LLMs in resource-constrained settings.
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**Appendix A.**

A sample form for collection of clinician responses can be found at this link: . It also hows a section of the clinical scenarios simulated.

**Appendix B.**

The figures below demonstrate the suitability tests performed for the linear regression.

.1. **Regression Analysis: Overall Score vs Accuracy**

![Figure 7: Test for Homoscedasticity: Linear Regression of Overall Score vs Accuracy](image-url)
2. Regression Analysis: Overall Score vs Safety

Figure 8: Distribution of Residuals: Linear Regression of Overall Score vs Accuracy

Figure 9: Test for Homoscedasticity: Linear Regression of Overall Score vs Safety
Figure 10: Distribution of Residuals: Linear Regression of Overall Score vs Safety

3. Regression Analysis: Overall Score vs Helpfulness

Test for Homoscedasticity: Linear Regression of Overall Score vs Helpfulness
Figure 11: Distribution of Residuals: Linear Regression of Overall Score vs Helpfulness

Appendix C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Interrater Reliability Analysis Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gwet’s AC2 Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard error (subject)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval (lower border)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval (upper border)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard error (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval (lower border)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval (upper border)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>